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The Increase in Numbers of the
Red Kite

 Pauline Rutherford MBNA

The red kite (Milvus milvus) – a
magnificent, graceful bird of prey,
unmistakeable with its reddish-brown
body, angled wings and deeply forked
tail. It has become one of the most
successful “Birds That Came Back”
after a breeding programme brought it
back from extinction.
 It has been with great interest I have
watched the increase in red kites since I
saw my first one in Mid-Wales in 1986.
This was the first breeding programme
in the UK started with the last
remaining birds in Wales, (they were
already extinct in England and
Scotland) and because of its importance
no chances were taken and the
Ghurkhas were called in to protect them
on the nests.
 Over the following few years
visiting that same area it was possible to
see the red kites more frequently and
this indicated successful breeding which
was confirmed in 1993/94 with the
release of the young birds into Scotland
and Buckinghamshire.  Local farmers in
mid-Wales set up feeding stations on

their land giving local people and
visitors the chance to see these birds as
they came in to feed, often with several
hundred birds turning up at the same
time. More breeding programmes began
using these birds and stock from
Sweden and Germany, culminating in
the further release of young birds into
areas in Dumfries & Galloway in
Scotland, northeast England and
Harewood House near Leeds.
 As the years progressed my regular
journeys between south Yorkshire and
Newcastle and central Scotland were
often rewarded with sightings as the red
kites soared over major routes and the
fields lining them.
 The re-introduction has been so
successful you can see red kites in
England, Scotland and Wales. We
moved to south Yorkshire in 1998 and
have watched the increase in numbers
in this area, and the spread of their
distribution from the release in Leeds.
Only recently (17th April 2017) we had
a pair soaring over our house and with
other sightings confirmed in this area
recently we are hopeful for breeding red
kites on our doorstep.
 Dr Mark Avery, former RSPB
Director of Conservation, said: "The
continuing recovery of the red kite is a

fantastic success story. It is a truly
iconic bird and wherever it has been
reintroduced, from the Chilterns to
Gateshead to Aberdeen, local people
have taken it to their hearts. Its return is
a testament to what is possible when all
sectors of society, conservationists,
landowners and the general public,
recognise the value inherent in our
wildlife and work together to protect
and treasure it. As a country, we can be
very, very proud of what has been
achieved over the last 20 years."

Red kite.
Photo: Pauline Rutherford

Since the last issue went to press we have enjoyed another successful conference at
Forest School, Epping in May, and the lectures given by our three guest speakers are
reproduced inside. The lecturers shared their enthusiasm of natural history with us,
and enthusiasm for our subject is also much in evidence in the other articles,
observation and book reviews to be found in this issue. Included is an article about
our founder, EK Robinson’s home at Hampton Wick, and others about bracken, wild
flowers and robberflies. Also there is a report about the Encaenia at the spring
conference. So hopefully there is in this issue something for everyone.
 Sadly, since the last issue of our magazine, we have lost another well known
BNA member, Trevor Beer MBE FZS FRES MBOU FBNA, whose obituary appears
in British Naturalist. Trevor contributed greatly during his life to our knowledge of
natural history and was as described in the obituary an “Ambassador for Nature” and
an inspiration to us all. May he rest in peace.

Michael Demidecki
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My personal journey from academia to
media is one I never thought I would
take. I grew up in Edinburgh. At school
I was average but I had a uniquely bad
stammer. It got worse as I grew up and
by the age of fourteen my speech was
virtually incomprehensible. For a year I
didn’t speak at all. If anyone had said to
me that I was going to be a university
lecturer at Oxford for 25 years, and
when I’d finished doing that I was
going to be a television presenter I
would have been speechless, even if I
hadn’t been speechless anyway! My job
in the Oxford Museum of Natural
History which I held for 25 years was
my dream job. I had an office in the
building and really imagined that this is
where I would die! There were lots of
things that would have held me there,
because the museum is a fantastic place.
We have one of the biggest collections
of insects there in the world. We hold
the holotypes of 25,000 species, each
one the original specimen(s) from
which that species is known. We have
the original tsetse fly sent back from
Africa by Dr. Livingstone! We have the
oldest pinned insect in the world – it
was collected in 1702 in Cambridge.
The museum was the first science
building in Oxford.  It opened in 1860
and it was where all sciences at the time
were taught. Everything from
astronomy to mathematics and zoology
was housed in that building so if you
had been reading a science subject for
your degree then you would have been
in that building. But something
memorable happened there and that’s
why the building for me is so special.
The Origin of Species hit the shelves
late in 1859. The building like many
others had been built in celebration of
God’s good work. In the same year it
opened, 1860, the British Association
for the Advancement of Science had a
conference in the museum and they
decided to ask Darwin along. This was
to be the first time an audience would

have heard at first hand about this new
theory. But Darwin was ill at the time.
He had acquired quite a few diseases on
his round the world trip on the Beagle
but he was also, I suspect, a bit of a
hypochondriac. He was away at Dr.
Lane’s hydropathic home having a cure
so he wasn’t able to come, sadly. But
Thomas Henry Huxley was there,
Joseph Hooker of Kew was there, and
four hundred of Oxford’s great and
good filed in to the museum on June
30th 1860 to hear about this new idea. It
was an amazing event evidently but
sadly there are no contemporary
accounts of what was said. After the
event both sides (churchmen and
scientists) claimed victory. During the
debate Samuel Wilberforce, the Oxford
clergyman had allegedly said angrily to
Huxley “Is it on your grandfather’s side
or your grandmother’s side that you’re
descended from an ape sir?” Huxley
had responded in a manner that implied
strongly that he would sooner be
descended from an ape than someone
who employed the divine to stifle the
truth. So the museum was a terrific
place to work in for 25 years, and I was
in my dream job, but then suddenly
something happened.

It was December 2007 and I was on
my way home after an afternoon of
tutorials – I had done six tutorials all in
a day, which I normally would have
spread over the week. I thought to
myself - what is teaching about? What
am I doing here?  Obviously sharing
my passion for the natural world with
an audience of students, who are
committed to this, who are doing a
degree in biology anyway and I may
have an audience of four. I thought that
if I did a bit of TV I might have an
audience of four million. That was it. I
got home, had a beer and then typed my
letter of resignation and handed it in the
next morning. Half my friends and
colleagues thought I was insane. But I
suspect the other half were secretly

regretting that they hadn’t had the
courage to do this. But it’s all the same
job really. It’s about sharing your
passion - introducing natural history to
people who might not think about it as
much as I do.

Well, in the last ten years I have
done some pretty amazing things which
I certainly would not have been able to
do sitting behind my oak desk in the
ivory towers. It all started exactly 10
years ago when I had just been the Chief
Scientific Consultant for the David
Attenborough BBC series Life in the
Undergrowth, which was fantastic. The
next year the BBC thought that they
could make natural history programmes
more exciting and wanted to bring
natural history film making to a broader
audience. It had been pretty much the
preserve of the middle aged and the
middle classes but they now wanted
everybody to get involved, so they
thought, “let’s make a science reality
show”. It was pretty much on the hoof
that we dreamed this up, and in the end
we made five or six of them which were
really successful. The first one was

TRANSCRIPT OF LECTURE GIVEN AT THE BNA CONFERENCE 2017

Dr. George McGavin giving his lecture
at the BNA Conference 2017

Photo: Liz Artindale

My Decade of Change from Academia to Media
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called Expedition Borneo, the second
one was Lost Land of the Jaguar, the
third one Lost Land of the Volcano, then
came the Lost Land of the Tiger, then
The Dark and it was all going
fantastically. The Discovery Channel
loved it - they paid for half of it - but the
films were expensive to make. Suddenly
there was a change over at Discovery
Channel and there was less interest so
the films just stopped – it was so
expensive to make them.

My job on these expeditions was to
find invertebrates and say something
interesting about them on camera. So
they are an unscripted six weeks in the
wild - in a jungle, miles from anywhere
where there is only a relatively small
amount of back-up. And if it goes wrong
it can go wrong spectacularly! So we’re
out there exploring unexplored areas for
the first time often and finding things
that haven’t been seen before. My
favourite clip from the Lost Land of the
Jaguar was when we came across in the
forest a hundred foot long tree which
had fallen down and had been hollowed
out by rot from end to end.  I said, “Oh
let’s go in and see what’s in there”. And
the director said “No George, sorry,
health and safety!” I said, “Look you’ve
got three minutes to get a camera
because I’m going in.” Inside the tree I
came across a whip spider and drew
attention to its very long front legs and
explained because it lives in darkness
how it uses these very long legs to feel
its prey which are cave crickets.
Sneakily the whip spider sometimes
uses its front legs to reach behind the
cricket and tickle it so the cricket jumps
forward into its jaws. The narrator in the
film says dramatically:

 “Little is known about the biology of
these weird predators. Somehow George
has to catch one to take it back to the
lab. It’s as hot as a sauna and crawling
with bugs. George is in his element.”

Mission accomplished.  I am seen
then emerging from the other side of the
tree, like a beetle grub emerging from its
long period of metamorphosis!

Now that was totally unplanned. In
fact lots of the day to day stuff was
unplanned. You just had to hope you
would find something that would make
a memorable scene for the show. Some
people thought that the crew must have
made me crawl into that hollow tree but

it was the other way round. I was going
in anyway. But I itched for two weeks
afterwards.

The series were going well. The
third one was Lost Land of the Volcano.
This was, for me, the best of the six,
because we had really worked out how
to do it. We picked a country and a
place as remote as you can possibly get.
We had to fly in by helicopter and we
were a day’s walk from the tiniest
hamlet of any sort so we really were
remote and it was a fantastic expedition.
We went to an extinct volcano in the
highlands of Papua New Guinea and we
went to what we thought was a dormant
volcano In East New Britain, but which
was not dormant. The key thing to
making natural history films is that it’s
an hour long show and you need that
first thirty seconds of film to glue the
viewers’ backsides onto their seats. If
your interest is wavering in that first
thirty seconds you’re going to turn over
to Emmerdale or Coronation Street or
some other programme. So it has to be
exciting. The introduction to Lost Land
of a Volcano demonstrates how we try
to make that happen. The film begins:

“On the far side of the world is a
remote tropical island carved by
waterfalls and covered with thick jungle,
New Guinea. At its heart are rugged
mountains, deep gorges. It’s one of the
least explored corners of our planet.

Over nine months a team of scientists,
adventurers and film makers have
mounted an expedition into the
unknown. Helped by a local tribe they
found some of the strangest creatures
on earth. [Sound of helicopters and
stirring music feature in the film at this
stage]. Now they’re leaving base camp
and striking out in two directions. One
team goes to an erupting volcano. The
other team will journey deep into an
unexplored crater, hoping to discover
spectacular animals never seen by the
outside world. And they make a
dramatic discovery. [the stirring music
continues]…… “

That still sends a shiver down my
spine. I had very many emails after the
first episode was aired with people
literally begging to carry my bags on
the next trip. The volcano is four
kilometres across. It last erupted about
a fifth of a million years ago, and that,
when you think about it, is when early
humans were just making their first
migration out of Africa. It went off and
it’s now jungle. Nobody goes in there.
Even the tribes in the area don’t go in
there. We thought perhaps there was
some spirit thing that we should be
worried about. But it turned out that the
locals didn't go in the crater just
because it was not necessary. “If we’re
hunting and you have to climb up 9000
feet, down 9000 feet and get your

East New Britain
Photo: Mark Roberts

My Decade of Change from Academia to Media
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catches out again it’s really hard work –
we don’t do it!” So off we went and we
just had the most amazing trip. The
camp was pretty grim and anybody who
still harbours the idea of jungles being
lovely, magical places should put it out
of their mind right now. It is hot and
sweaty and dirty. If you stand still for
longer than thirty seconds things start
going up your legs! And lots of things
will bite you! And you can’t wash your
clothes – especially where we were. You
take them off at night. You hang them
on a tree. You wash as best you can and
in the morning you put them straight
back on again. You do the same thing
for six weeks. You do not bring your
clothes home! You just leave them in a
hole in the ground, hoping that some
animal will eat them for you. So it can
be absolutely grim. But at the heart of
that film was the jungle lab. We had a
frog expert, a bird expert, a bat expert
and a fish expert. It was just the most
amazing trip. Six to eight weeks of just
immersing yourself totally. You forgot
the cameras were there. Some people
were ok with that. But you do have to
engage with the camera because you’re
talking to an audience; that may just be
a piece of glass but at the back of that
piece of glass is you and you and you
and you and if you don’t engage with
that and talk as if you’re engaging with
the person behind it’s going to look
terrible. And there are some people who
can do that and some people who can’t.
And you only find out really when you
actually have to do it. We had eight new
fish species, and sixteen new frog
species - Allen Allison from the Bishop
Museum in Hawaii was really good on
frogs. We had umpteen new insects and
spiders and a new bat too. We were so
excited because after the first expedition
the area where we filmed became a
protected habitat. So we were hoping
that this area would similarly become a
protected habitat. On the very last day
before we left that crater we found a
woolly giant rat. This was a new
species. It was on its own in the crater,
isolated for thousands of years. There
are probably lots of these things around
the place in these highlands, isolated,
evolved slowly on their own in the
absence of everything else.

When we got home the press went
absolutely mental. A rat the size of a

Canopy climb
Photo: Tim Fogg

Filming and collectiing
Photo: Tim Fogg

Lost Land of the Tiger camp
Photo: George McGavin

My Decade of Change from Academia to Media
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the UK than anywhere else. So we
know a lot about the flora and fauna of
the UK, but that isn’t to say that it‘s all
in the bag. It certainly isn’t of course.
There are 21,000 species of insects
alone in the UK so when you’re going
to choose your group you’re going to
work on, and you all should have a pet
group, have a smallish one to start with
because it can get very complicated!
And this is why I was delighted that
some ten years ago The One Show
started on BBC One and they wanted to
include a strand of natural history. They
said  “let’s have an in-house
competition to put forward one idea for
five short films and a presenter.” A
director I had worked with on
Expedition Borneo and I entered with
five insect stories and we got the gig.
So I was suddenly catapulted into doing
this and it’s been really fantastic. It has
been a second dream job because now I
can show the most incredible stuff to
audiences of about four to five million
and things that even people who spend
a lot of time looking for interesting
insects won’t have seen. I’ve been so
fortunate. In ten years I’ve been able to
go and see and film some of the rarest
things in the UK that I would never
have had the chance to see had I been
stuck in Oxford behind my desk
marking essays. So I’d like to show you
a clip about ant lions. They’re very rare
in the UK but if you know where to
find them they’re there. The film
begins:

 “These little pits in the sand all
around us are the lairs of none other
than the Suffolk ant lion. The reason
they’re called ant lions is because they
mainly eat ants but they are as fierce as
a lion. Now when I put this blade of
grass down just keep an eye on the
bottom of the pit. Watch this. There you
go. Look at those jaws, that is the last
thing an ant will see. Those sharply
pointed curved mandibles with spines
on the inside. Once the ant lion gets
hold of an ant that’s it- it’s over! Ant
lions are extremely rare in Britain.
Although they’re found on the continent
here there are thought to be only
around 130 adults. No one’s quite sure
how or when ant lions came to Britain
but the first confirmed record was in
1931. They may have been blown over
the channel and stayed. But there’s also

domestic cat? This was tv gold. I did
many hours of news interviews back to
back and all they wanted to know about
was the giant woolly rat. What of
course we didn’t tell the audience was
you can’t describe it as a new species
without taking a specimen. You can’t
just have an iconotype - a species only
known from an image. So I’m afraid the
mammal expert took the animal’s skin
and bones back. Audiences don’t like
that, however they must appreciate that
it is “chiefly through our ability to kill
that we have become familiar with the
works of nature”.

Audiences are a lot more interested
in big species – the furry and feathery
stuff. That’s a battle I have faced for the
last ten years. We are primates so we
are drawn to cute furry animals like us
which have big, forward facing eyes
and hands. Invertebrates are a lot more
important.

 Sixty-six percent of all species on

the planet are arthropods, and just three
percent are vertebrates. We would do
very badly if we were to lose all the
flies, all the beetles, even the
mosquitoes. There are countless
numbers of fish, frogs, amphibians and
birds too who eat the larvae of
mosquitoes and the adults. You can’t
just take that card out of a card house
and expect it to remain standing.  We
are blithely eradicating countless
hundreds of thousands of species
without ever knowing they were there.
The truth actually is the majority of
species on Earth will come and go
without us ever knowing they were
there in the first place. We’ve only
named a million insects. There are
probably eight million out there!

The UK is a remarkable place. We
know more about the fauna and flora of
the UK than any other piece of the
Earth’s crust, because we’ve had more
people like us (naturalists) for longer in

Jungle lab
Photo: BBC
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another theory. It’s not impossible that
they’ve always been here, unseen and
unappreciated. It’s beautifully
camouflaged. That is evolution just at
its best. But evolution can’t defeat a
determined entomologist…. This is not
the prettiest of animals….Look how it
always moves backwards like that
pulling its prey down into a hole. One
of the reasons that ant lions have to live
in particular areas is that they need
very, very sandy dry soil. Now watch
this. I’m going to drop this ant lion into
there and you watch how fast it goes.
One, two, three, four seconds, it’s gone.
That is fantastic and it gets scarier than
that [stirring music is now playing].
Ant lions don’t just wait for prey to fall
into their death trap. Those sensitive
hairs can detect movement to six
centimetres of sand. When a creature
nears the rim of the pit the ant lion goes
on the offensive. Using its head like a
catapult it flings sand grains to knock
the ant off its feet. Resistance is futile.”

We only have one day to film and
each film lasts four minutes on the
screen, so you’ve got to get the essence
of whatever it is you’re filming into a
story with a pay-off at the end. It is
edited in half a day, and on screen for
four minutes only.  In 10 years we’ve
become quite expert at it. But the
beauty for me is I get to work with the
best people, really top people, directors,
producers and camera operators who
spend their whole lives doing this.

 Sometimes we have to suffer for
our art and although every time we
head off for an expedition we do fill in
a large stack of health and safety forms
they mean nothing because what the tv
companies really want is for you to
bleed and suffer a bit. Not die - dying is
bad. If you just get stung, bitten or
bleed that makes great telly! Consider
this clip about the  horse fly. Horse flies
are not attractive insects to a general
audience but actually the more you get
into them the more you find how
sneaky they are. The clip begins:

“Meet my artificial horse [music is
playing]. This [moving] black ball is
stimulating the movement of a horse
swishing its tail. You see, horse flies
don’t see in detail like us but movement
is simply irresistible to them. So with a
bit of luck my trap will lure in bucket
loads giving me a chance to have a

closer look. Horse flies are among the
largest flies in the world and have an
impressive armoury which allows them
to detect, home in and feed on a wide
range of animals.  First of all they have
to find their food. What makes these
flies really special are their eyes. The
structure of these incredible eyes acts
like polarising sunglasses that filter out
some wave lengths of light making dark
objects like horses stand out like
beacons against the grass. And in the
same way that dark objects stand out
more paler colours fade into the
background, meaning white horses get
bitten less. So once the horsefly has
tracked down its victim it unleashes its
jaws which are strong enough to
penetrate even the toughest hide. The
horse fly bite is reputed to be extremely
painful. So in the interest of science and
for The One Show I’m about to find out.
[Sombre music plays] Ahh. But unlike
some insects that creep up on you
surreptitiously the horse fly has got
sharp serrated mandibles that just slash
a big hole in your skin, and as they cut
away, a bit like a pair of shears cutting
through your flesh, the blood wells into
this little hole and then as the blood
seeps into it they suck it up with their
tongue. So it’s a pretty crude approach
but it’s very effective and they have an
anticoagulant so that the blood keeps
flowing….A female horse fly needs to
drink over half her body weight in a
single meal. This protein shake allows a
brood of eggs to develop inside her
meaning in no time at all the next
generation of miniature vampires will
live to bite another day.  Now that
really hurt and I’ve got serious swelling
and several days of itching to come.”

Now one programme that was made
five years ago was my idea and I
thought this was going to be a cracker.
It was going to show people the world
we don’t normally see, the world
through a hand lens. Like many of you I
got a hand lens when I was about eight
and I have never put that hand lens
down. That hand lens opened up a
whole world to me and I’ve made a
career out of it basically. I’ve been
pretty fortunate. So I was amazed when
a new digital optical instrument was
developed which allowed you to
reproduce a living creature 7000 times
optically and film the result in HD on

the hard drive. So small objects
suddenly become magical. It was agreed
we make a programme using it but I said
I couldn’t just go out and collect stuff
and bring it back to the lab – that’s
boring. We had to take the kit into the
field, into a bog, into the seaside, into a
woodland and use it there. We finally
worked out how to get it out and
operating in the field for about two
hours at a time. Well it was fantastic,
and I thought the first film would be one
of a series. I was very disappointed,
however, that despite the fact that the
film did very well it was decided not to
make it into a series. It was argued that
because the audience had seen the piece
of equipment we couldn’t use it again!
Anyway this is the end clip of the hour
and a half film where we went round
with this new camera and it really was
to sum up for the audience just what
they’d seen and how all these tiny
organisms are so important. The clip
begins:

”My journey into Britain’s micro
kingdom has revealed some of the
secrets of this hidden world. I’ve spent
my life examining the miniature world
around us. But I’ve never seen it like
this before. It really is the small things
that shape our world. And what a
beautiful, awe inspiring place it is.
From the pollen collecting hairs unique
to the honeybee, to essential life giving
causes of fungus, the evolutionary
splendour of a feather that holds the
secret of flight, to the very organisms
that make the air we breathe, creating,
nurturing, constantly correcting the
balance. The inhabitants of this micro
kingdom are the true guardians of the
planet we call home. I hope it’s made
you think that it’s worth while taking a
closer look at the magical kingdom
that’s right under your nose. You might
be surprised at what you find.”

Currently I’m trying to get some
other ideas for television natural history
programmes off the ground and am still
making films for The One Show.

Dr George McGavin was the recipient of
the BNA Peter Scott Memorial Award 2017.

My Decade of Change from Academia to Media
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Biological recording has a rich and long
history in the UK. Citizen science – the
involvement of volunteers in science –
is a new term, but it embraces
biological recording, which spans
centuries. The simple ‘what, where,
when and who’ of biological records is
providing ecologists with unique
opportunities to address big ecological
questions. Not only does biological
recording result in large datasets but it
is also fun, creative, inspiring and
captivating. Professor Mike Majerus
(figure 1) exemplified this through his
work in the 1980s through the
Cambridge Ladybird Survey. Mike was
an inspiration to us in many ways. He
showed us the joy of making
discoveries on our doorsteps while also
sharing the excitement of exploring
further afield. Mike had many
collaborators around the world and
spoke fondly of his work with many,
many people. He enjoyed his travels to
Africa with the Tropical Biology
Association; he taught field ecology,
sharing his enthusiasm for entomology,
particularly through studies of the
butterflies of Kibale Forest, Uganda.
 Through this talk we will highlight
the many ways in which Mike
influenced our work, specifically
through our collaborations with him in
establishing the UK Ladybird Survey –
one of the first on-line recording
surveys of wildlife in the UK.

Ladybirds are of course very
recognisable and popular insects. They
are welcomed by gardeners and farmers
for their aphid-controlling abilities, and
are popular because of their colourful
appearance. In some cultures, including
in Britain, they have been regarded as
bringers of good fortune. But where
does the term ‘ladybird’ come from?
The derivation is ‘Our Lady’s Bird’, the
Lady in question being the Virgin
Mary, who in old pictures was often
depicted wearing a red cloak. Our
commonest and best-known ladybird

species, the 7-spot Coccinella
septempunctata, has seven black spots
on red wing cases (its own red ‘cloak’).
The seven spots represent the seven
joys and seven sorrows of Mary. And
ladybirds, like birds, can fly. So we
have ‘Our Lady’s Bird’. This Christian
reference is used in the naming of these
insects in many European countries.

We have 47 resident ladybird
species in Britain. Twenty-six of these
are colourful and conspicuous insects
easily recognisable as ladybirds. A
further 21 are very small and dull
coloured (mostly brown or black)
inconspicuous beetles that are not so
readily recognisable.

Professor Mike Majerus was a
leading global expert on ladybirds,
although he was perhaps even more
passionate about moths. He published
two books in the New Naturalists series
and we know that he was delighted to
have authored ‘Moths’ (Majerus 2002)
as well as the earlier ‘Ladybirds’
(Majerus 1994). He wrote several other
books, including ‘Sex Wars’ (Majerus
2003), about the mechanisms
explaining biased sex ratios in insects.
He published a fascinating book on
melanism (Majerus 1998), which
included his work on industrial
melanism in the peppered moth Biston
betularia. Mike’s last book, and the one
that we updated and edited, was a
global work on the natural history of
ladybirds (Majerus 2016).

We will recount a few stories about
Mike’s work, particularly relating to the
recording schemes that have evolved
over the years.

In the 1980s a national newspaper
was planning a big piece on British
ladybirds, and Mike was approached for
information. A trouble was that with the
exception of a few of the best-known
species, the ladybirds didn’t have
common English names at that point,
only scientific names. It wasn’t felt that
(for example) Exochomus

quadripustulatus was a name that was
easy for the public to deal with or to
remember, particularly as Mike’s
Cambridge Ladybird Survey had many
children taking part. So Mike allocated
common names to all of the
conspicuous ladybirds of Britain. He
had little time to complete this task.
Later he told us that in retrospect he
would have changed one or two of the
names. For example, the
aforementioned E. quadripustulatus, i.e.
the pine ladybird, is certainly a species
common on pine trees. But it is also
found on a range of other trees, many of
them deciduous. So ‘pine ladybird’ is

Figure 1.
Mike Majerus in his BNA gown in 2007

Photo:Liz Artindale
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perhaps not the best name for this
species. Similarly, a more specialised
pine-tree species, Myrrha
octodecimguttata, was named as the
18-spot ladybird - not an unreasonable
name. However, after the big hurricane
of October 1987, Mike took the
opportunity to sample insects on fallen
trees. This of course provided the
advantage that the entire height of the
trees could be sampled, not just the
usual lower branches that were within
normal reach. From studies of fallen
pines, Mike deduced that M.
octodecimguttata strongly favoured the
crowns of the trees. As such, he slightly
regretted not calling the 18-spot the
‘tree-top ladybird’.

In our experience Mike was a very
inclusive and collaborative scientist,
and an example of this involves the
orange ladybird Halyzia
sedecimguttata. Until the late 1980s,
this mildew-feeding species was
regarded as a rare and specialised
indicator of ancient deciduous
woodland. However, a young girl, Zöe
Williams, attended one of Mike’s field
courses and made some new
observations. Using Cambridge
Ladybird Survey data on the species,
Mike investigated further. The orange
ladybird was being found in many
localities on sycamore, and had perhaps
been over-looked on this tree
(sycamores not being a popular species
with many, and regarded as non-native).
Mike published an article updating the
ecology of the orange ladybird, and in
typical inclusive style, made Zöe the
second author (Majerus & Williams
1989).

 Mike was a fantastic field biologist
and we were very fortunate to spend
time in the field with him, where we
would learn a huge amount about
entomology. Sometimes there were
trips to King’s Forest (Suffolk), one of
Mike’s favourite local sampling spots.
On a good day we would perhaps find a
dozen or so ladybird species. These
would include our largest species, the
eyed ladybird Anatis ocellata (see
cover). As shown there, ladybirds
sometimes emit a nasty-smelling yellow
fluid (that children often think of as
ladybird ‘wee’). This is in fact reflex
blood, part of the ladybird’s
hemolymph that it can squeeze out of

joints in its legs. It contains toxic
chemicals (alkaloids) that are bitter-
tasting and deter potential predators.
Mike encouraged us to taste this fluid!
(Not recommended.)

On other occasions we searched for
ladybirds in the Surrey heathlands.
There we would invariably find one of
the very specialist ladybirds, the scarce
7-spot Coccinella magnifica. Ants and
ladybirds tend not to get on. Some ants
tend aphids, ‘milking’ them for their
honeydew. Many ladybirds would like
to eat these ‘cows’ and so are often
attacked by the ant ‘farmers’. However,
there are a couple of British ladybirds
that have amicably close ecological
associations with ants. The scarce 7-
spot ladybird is one of these, and is
invariably found only close to the nests
of wood ants. (However, Mike reared
this ladybird successfully in his lab,
showing that it can complete its life
cycle successfully without ants.) On one
occasion Mike decided that he would
plunge his arm into a wood ant nest and
then invited us to smell his arm to sense
the formic acid from the ants. He
offered for us to do the same, an offer
which we quickly decided to decline!

The Cambridge Ladybird Survey
was set up and run by Mike for ten
years from 1984. Despite its name
(based on Mike’s own location) this
was a national survey. The aim was to
collect as much information from the
public as possible about the ecology and
distribution of British ladybirds. It was
a very successful survey that Mike led
with his usual energy and enthusiasm.
He promoted it wherever he could,
including on BBC TV’s Blue Peter
programme. Mike used the information
provided to compile regular newsletters
that would be sent to survey
participants, often involving beautiful
artwork by contributors (figure 2) and
to produce a provisional distribution
atlas. The point is that the Cambridge
Ladybird Survey engaged additional
recorders in a way that perhaps the
Coccinellidae Recording Scheme (the
official national scheme) didn’t. The
latter tended to receive most of its data
from experienced naturalists. Mike went
on to take over the running of the
Coccinellidae Recording Scheme. In
2005 this was re-branded with a more
user-friendly name, the UK Ladybird

Survey, which Mike led until his
untimely death in early 2009, since
when we have taken on this role.

Recording ladybirds has been a
long-running activity (the oldest record
in our dataset is from 1816) and the
number of records has increased very
markedly over time, especially in recent
years. New technologies such as online
recording, digital photography and
smartphone applications have enabled
easier recording, verification and
collation of records. We have tried to
continue Mike’s outward-looking
approach to engage as many people as
possible in recording ladybirds. The
production of materials such as Field
Studies Council guides on ladybird
adults (Majerus et al. 2006) and larvae
(Brown et al. 2012), and up-to-date
books on ladybirds (Roy et al. 2011;
2013) has helped in this regard.

 The ladybird recording app (iRecord
Ladybirds), launched in 2013, has been
a great success and has further
encouraged ladybird recording. Features
include an identification key,
comparison photos, automatic GPS
location (no more grid referencing
errors!) and photo-upload (for
verification). The app hopefully also
encourages interest from young
recorders – an important issue in the
picture of a declining study of
entomology. Working with
collaborators, a version of the app for
other European countries (initially
Belgium, Czech Republic, Italy,
Portugal and Slovakia) is to be launched
soon.

“The Ladybird has Landed! A
new ladybird has arrived in Britain. But
not just any ladybird: this is Harmonia
axyridis, the most invasive ladybird on
Earth.” These were the words of Mike’s

Figure 2.
Cambridge Ladybird Survey Newsletter 15

(More than) a Decade of Changes in the Ladybird World
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employed as Project Officer for this
venture in early 2005. Later, HER and
Mike became PhD supervisors to
PMJB, and one of his PhD chapters
dealt with the spread of the harlequin in
Britain. These data (updated in figure
4), were contributed by thousands of
people across Britain, and verified by
the ladybird team. The data represent a
rare example of an invasive non-native
species being tracked (more or less)
from the point of arrival in the invasion
process. It was Mike’s vision that gives
us this fantastic dataset, which is being
used as a model to predict other
invasions.

 Mike loved to devise hypotheses
and one such was that the arrival of the
harlequin ladybird would lead to one
winner (i.e. the harlequin itself) but
1,000 losers. Mike was not suggesting
that the harlequin would cause the
extinction of 1,000 species, but that
these species had the potential to be
negatively affected by interactions with
the harlequin. We do not yet know how
realistic the hypothesis is, but certainly
the harlequin interacts (directly or
indirectly) with a huge network of other
(mainly insect) species, through
competition and predation. The
harlequin will feed on many different
aphid species (and there are over 500

press release was certainly effective,
and major national press coverage
followed - in the newspapers and on
television and radio. Mike and the team
managed to attract funding from Defra
to set up the Harlequin Ladybird
Survey, and that is how PMJB entered
the world of entomology, being

press release, issued in late 2004, very
soon after the report of the first
harlequin ladybird in Britain (figure 3).
Mike wanted to try to get publicity to
engage as many as possible in looking
for this species. He knew in advance
that its arrival was very likely, as it was
spreading in mainland Europe. The

(More than) a Decade of Changes in the Ladybird World

Figure 3.
Harlequin ladybirds mating

Photo: Mike Majerus

Figure 5
 Two Harlequin ladybird larvae feeding on a 7-spot ladybird larva

Photo: Mike Majerus
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Figure 4. Spread and distribution of the harlequin ladybird from 2003-16.

(More than) a Decade of Changes in the Ladybird World
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aphid species in Britain, many of which
aren’t pests) and on many other insects
(including other ladybirds) (figure 5).
Competition within trophic networks
can be substantially increased because
of the harlequin. It is not difficult to
envisage that in the long-term, Mike’s
‘1,000 losers’ hypothesis could be
reality.

 The amazing datasets that had been
accrued over the decades of recording
ladybirds proved instrumental in
enabling us to correlatively explore
Mike’s hypothesis. We were able to
look at the distribution of eight species
of ladybird before and after the arrival
of the harlequin ladybird. Sadly we
showed that seven out of eight of the
species assessed had declined
significantly in Britain. Indeed the 2-
spot ladybird Adalia bipunctata had
declined by 44% in distribution. We
will be re-analysing the dataset in the
coming months to assess the trends in
distribution again. Perhaps we will see
some signs of recovery, although there
is no doubt that we are seeing 2-spot
ladybirds less frequently than was
historically the case. We were able to
combine the ladybird distribution
dataset with climate and habitat data to
assess whether other factors, aside from
the harlequin ladybird, could be
contributing to the observed changes in
ladybird distribution. There were
clearly effects of these other factors but
the harlequin ladybird is undoubtedly
strongly correlated with the declines in
ladybird distributions.

It has been exciting to consider how
parasites might play a part in the
harlequin ladybird story. Harlequin
ladybirds seem to be more resilient to
parasites than are other species of
ladybird. However, we were excited to
find a harlequin ladybird parasitized by
the wasp Dinocampus coccinellae
during our ladybird survey here in
Epping Forest today. Perhaps we are
beginning to see the first tantalising
evidence that this parasite is beginning
to adapt to the harlequin ladybird as a
host.

 Our research has taken us across
Britain and around the world. Recently
we were delighted to visit collaborators
in Chile to discuss our research on the
harlequin ladybird. We went on an
expedition into the Andes and found

harlequin ladybirds at 3200m altitude in
the shadow of circulating condors -
simply amazing! It seems that the
harlequin, alongside a few other
ladybirds - most notably the exquisite
native Eriopis chilensis and the non-
natives Hippodamia convergens and H.
variegata - leaves the valleys as the
temperature rises through the summer
and heads to high altitudes.

 The UK Ladybird Survey has
enabled us to collaborate with
thousands of people. We have been
delighted to hear so many stories of the
ways in which ladybirds enrich the lives
of people across Britain and beyond. It
has been great to hear regularly from
ladybird recorders about repeat surveys,
and also from people sending in
occasional records. Together we have
been able to unravel the ecology of the
harlequin ladybird.

One of our many highlights has
been the opportunity to edit Mike’s last
book (Majerus 2016). The text for this
book was complete before Mike sadly
died. Indeed he presented us with the
printed transcript in a lever arch box
file. It is an amazing publication.
Unfortunately the book remained
unpublished for a number of years but
then we were approached by Tina
Majerus and Cambridge University
Press with a request to take on the role
of executive editors and update the text.
We agreed without hesitation and
enjoyed the delights of Mike’s eloquent
prose. The book spans topics from
cultural perspectives to life-history
ecology. There is lots of detail of
variation in ladybird species, and of
reproduction – passions of Mike’s. We
can highly recommend this incredible
book, which delves deeply into some
subjects, while still ensuring an
entertaining style.

We would like to conclude with a
call to action in Mike’s words:

“I also enjoy speculating... If my
ideas and theories are subsequently put
to the test by others who are caught up
in a fascination of ladybirds...I will be
delighted, whether my ideas are verified
or refuted.”

Majerus, 1994

Thank you to the British Naturalists’
Association for the great honour of
inviting us to give this lecture and to

our funders – particularly NERC,
Anglia Ruskin University, the Joint
Nature Conservation Committee and
Defra (who Trevor James secured
funding from following his realisation
that the arrival of the harlequin ladybird
provided an opportunity to reinvigorate
the Coccinellidae Recording Scheme).
Most of all, our thanks to Mike and to
the many volunteer recorders who
continue to be an inspiration.
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It was in the 1980s that I acquired an
interest in bumblebees. I thought that as
there were only about 25 species they
would be fairly straight forward to
identify. What a joke! As is well known
there is not only colour variation in each
species, but often the males are quite
different from the queens, and the
workers from the queens. The cuckoo
bumblebees actually look in many cases
very similar to the true bumblebees. So
studying this group of insects wasn’t as
easy as I had imagined it to be! But
anyway I worked first of all on Essex
bumblebees, wrote a small book on that,
and was subsequently asked by Harper
Collins to write a New Naturalist book
on bumblebees.

Notwithstanding the title of this talk
it’s not been easy to fit this into that ten
year span of time because the recording
of bumblebees has been quite sporadic.
There have not been  ten yearly surveys
and even the work we have done in
Essex has been a bit haphazard as
people who have been recording them
have been interested in other things as
well. So I will need to deviate a little
from the title of this talk.

The familiar six

I will first consider the familiar six, that
is the six species of bumblebee that are
generally taken to be widespread, pretty
common, almost universal thoughout
Britain and not in serious decline. And I
think it’s no coincidence that in so far as
that’s true it has to do with the way they
flourish in domestic gardens and parks
and so on where there is a decent range
of flowers they can use from early in the
spring, right through to the autumn, and
also there are nesting sites available, and
they have not been sprayed by pesticides
such as neonicotinoids.

First of the familiar six is the buff-
tailed bumblebee, Bombus terrestris
(figure 1). These have very large queens
that are out quite early in the year.

Then there is the white-tailed
bumblebee, Bombus lucorum, which is
really three species, although they aren’t
reliably distinguishable in the field, so I
will refer to them all as the white-tailed
bumblebee. These are I think slightly
less common, certainly less common in
the south, than the buff-tailed
bumblebee but still very widespread.

The red-tailed bumblebee, Bombus
lapidarius, which is black with a red
tail, is very common, very widespread
and not in any serious danger.

The garden bumblebee Bombus
hortorum, which is a long-tongued
species, is attracted to flowers with a
relatively deep corolla tube like red dead
nettle, honeysuckle and a whole range
of different garden flowers. My
impression is that this species is in
decline. One certainly doesn’t see it
anything like as frequently as the others,
but it still remains very widespread.

The early-nesting bumblebee, or the
early bumblebee, Bombus pratorum, is
one species that usually manages to
complete two life cycles in one year and
so you get males and fresh queens often
as early as May.

The common carder bee, Bombus
pascuorum, is referred to as “carder” in
reference to the textile industry, with the
process of wool carding which actually
refers to the way that they make their
nest. Unlike the other bumblebees which
tend to nest underground these tend to
nest above ground, and they scrape
together grass cuttings and other foliage
to make their nest. There are five
species of carder bees. This one, as the
name suggests, is the most common one.
 It has ginger-brown body-hairs, with
a variable mixture of black hairs with
the ginger on the abdomen (figure 2). It
is very widespread, certainly one of the
commonest in my garden in central

Colchester. It’s a bit of a mystery why
this one remains so common and the
other ones, as we shall see, are actually
quite severely threatened. Mapping by
the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology
showed it to be widespread throughout
the UK before 1980, and that remains
the case. Some of the familiar six seem
to be even more widespread in their
northern range than previously.

Bumblebees whose status has changed

I will now mention a couple of species
of bumblebee whose status does seem to
have changed quite significantly in
recent years.

The first of these is Bombus ruderatus
which some people call the large garden
bumblebee, but if you have that in your
garden you’re pretty lucky! It’s very
similar to the common garden
bumblebee (or lesser garden bumblebee)
Bombus hortorum. It has a couple of
yellow bands on the thorax, a rather
variable one at the front of the abdomen,
and a white tail. At the time when the
UK Biological Diversity Action Plan
was being set up in the early 1990s,
there was some disagreement within the
Bees, Ants and Wasps Recording
Society as to whether this was a really
distinct species. I had seen it about four
or five times and once you’ve seen it

A Decade of Change for Bumblebees

Professor Ted Benton
Photo: Roger Tabor
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Figure 2.  Common carder bumblebee (Bombus pascuorum (female))
Photo: Ted Benton

Figure 3. The large garden bumblebee (Bombus ruderatus (male))
 Photo: Ted Benton

Figure 4. The shrill carder bumblebee (Bombus sylvarum (male))
Photo: Ted Benton

Figure 1.   Buff-tailed bumblebee (Bombus terrestris (queen))
Photo: Ted Benton

A Decade of Change for Bumblebees
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Figure 5a. A brownfield site (Canvey Wick)
Photo: Ted Benton

Figure 5b. An Essex sea wall (Old Hall)
Photo: Ted Benton

Figure 6.  A queen moss carder bumblebee (Bombus muscorum)
Photo: Ted Benton

Figure 7. The bilberry bumblebee (Bombus monticola)
Photo: Ted Benton

A Decade of Change for Bumblebees
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it should be the basic seven. We now
have to include this one as a species
that you will find almost anywhere that
there is a reasonably rich bumblebee
habitat.

The carder bumblebees

I already mentioned the common carder
bumblebee as one of five species that
we have. The four other species, are all
to some extent in trouble. The first one
is on the Essex biodiversity priority list.
It’s the shrill carder bee, Bombus
sylvarum, and it is found along the
Lower Thames estuary, not only the
Essex side but also in Kent. This is one
of the national strongholds for this
species, but it also occurs in south
Wales and one or two other localities. It
is called the shrill carder bee because it
has a very high- pitched buzz. My first
encounter with it was in Wat Tyler
Country Park where I’d heard that it
occurred. I sat down there to eat my
sandwiches, and as I did so, I heard this
very high-pitched buzz, and I thought
‘that’s it’, and there it was foraging
from some black horehound. It’s quite a
small and not very striking bee, but if
you look closely it is actually very
beautiful, with almost white bands on
the thorax and shading through to the
ginger tail (figure 4). There are two
main groups of plants that the shrill
carder bee seems to be associated with
– the Fabaceae – the plants in the pea
family, and dead nettles – the
Lamiaceae - but also red bartsia later on
in the year, and the males, especially
like knapweed. Surveys reported by the
Institute of Ecology showed drastic
declines prior to 1980, but by the time I
was studying them there remained a
strong metapopulation along the lower
Thames estuary, mainly on brownfield
sites. And if there’s one message that
the study of bees gives us the evidence
for it is this: many so-called
‘brownfield’ sites are of enormous
importance. We have to resist the
prejudice against them. Very often
brownfield sites are neglected areas in
an urban context. They provide
opportunities for contact with nature for
many local people and people value
them. Wildlife values them, too, but
unfortunately developers tend to think
that they are fair game for building.
And so we have lost a lot of important

sites along the Thames estuary. Prior to
1999 my survey showed the species
confined in Essex to a few sites along
the estuary, in the extreme south of the
county, but then, between 1999 and
2007, our survey showed that although
quite a lot of sites for it on the Thames
estuary were being destroyed by
development it was creeping
northwards along the Essex coast using
the sea walls and the remaining
fragments of grazing marsh. Then by
2015 it had reached as far as north
Essex, Mersea Island, Old Hall
Marshes and elsewhere. What’s unclear
is whether it can hold its ground
because these are very narrow corridors
of habitat. Very little of the grazing
marshes remain and so it isn’t clear
whether that expansion of range, which
may have something to do with climate
change, is being sustained. But at the
moment this bee is much more
widespread in Essex than it was. The
habitat that it uses along the Essex
coast is not obviously similar to the
brownfield habitat but in many ways it
has comparable resources (figure 5a, b).

The second of the scarce ‘carders’ is
the brown-banded carder bumblebee
Bombus humilis. It is very like the
common carder bumblebee but lacks
black hairs on the main abdominal
segments. But you really need to catch
one and look at it with a lens to be sure
of that, and they usually have a few
black hairs just around the wing base.
This bee declined up to 1980, similarly
to the shrill carder bee, but not to such
an extreme extent. It too was put on the
Biodiversity Action Plan priority list.
Again, like the shrill carder bee, we
have a strong population in Essex and
again, as a warmth-loving species it
seemed to be confined to the Thames
estuary in the extreme south of the
county. But then, like the shrill carder
bee, it spread rapidly up the coast from
1999 onwards.

The third of these carder
bumblebees is neater in appearance
than the brown-banded carder
bumblebee. It is sometimes called the
moss carder bumblebee or the large
carder bumblebee, Bombus muscorum.
It is a very beautiful species, with no
black hairs on the thorax or the main
segments of the abdomen and rather
neat, with a crew cut like appearance -

you somehow ‘know’ it is a separate
species, but it’s very difficult to
provide diagnostic criteria so you
can never be sure. However, it was
eventually agreed that it is in fact a
distinct species. I went to see it
where it was flourishing, in the
Nene washes, and the Ouse Washes
as well, and really got my eye in for
it. A considerable proportion of the
population is completely melanic,
completely black. In the brighter
version of it, especially in males, the
wider yellow band on the thorax
makes it very clear that it is B.
ruderatus (figure 3). Distribution
maps published in 1980 showed
marked decline in this species and it
was put on the the priority list in the
UK biological diversity action plan.
 After 1980, I think it is fairly
clear that the species declined even
further. But then it suddenly
expanded again, and for quite a few
years was relatively quite frequently
seen. Since then my impression
around where I live is that it’s much
less often seen than it was. So it
seems to have flourished and then
gone down again. It’s not entirely
clear what explains these
fluctuations, but they occur in many
insect species.
 Perhaps the most famous of this
group is the tree bumblebee,
Bombus hypnorum, with its ginger
thorax and black front to the
abdomen, and then white tail. If
you’re not careful you can confuse it
with darker forms of the common
carder bumblebee, but it always has
the white tail so that’s what you
look for. This species probably
arrived in Britain about the year
2000, in Warwickshire, and then
spread, soon establishing itself in
London. Then, by 2009 it had
spread further and the Bees, Ants
and Wasps Recording Society have
done a systematic survey of the
expansion of this bee, and by 2015 it
had spread throughout England and
Wales, into southern Scotland: an
astonishing rate of expansion. But
also there appears to be an
enormous increase in its population.
So I started off by talking about the
familiar or basic six but in fact I
think now, for most parts of the UK,

A Decade of Change for Bumblebees
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its hairs are of a very even length
(figure 6). Whilst the others are more or
less southern species, B. musorum is
quite well represented in the north, into
Scotland. On the Scottish islands there
are differently coloured forms of it
which are quite interesting to study. In
Essex up until 1999 it was just on the
east coast, and the general belief about
it is that it prefers a damper, cooler
climate which would make sense of
that. However given the extension of
range of B. humilis, it is now
interspersed with that species along
much of the Essex coast. Both species
have very similar habitat requirements
and so it would be very interesting to
study their interactions now that they
occur together. The problem is that
reliably identifying them in the field is
rather difficult, and you have to do a
genitalia analysis on the males to be
absolutely sure which species you have.
So, at the moment the mystery remains.
The moss carder bumblebee (B.
muscorum) is at Jaywick in Essex
where there is  superb seawall habitat,
apparently suitable for both bees, but so
far B. humilis has actually not got quite
this far north. Perhaps if the sea walls
are managed in a more wildlife-friendly
way we may eventually find the two
species there.

There is a perhaps still more
mysterious and less well understood
bee, the red-shanked carder bumblebee,
Bombus ruderarius. This could easily
be mistaken for the red-tailed
bumblebee, but if you are close enough
you can see that the hairs on the pollen
basket are not black but ginger-red.
That’s true of the queens anyway. The
workers usually have some gingerish or
reddish hairs on the pollen basket, and
the tail is a rusty colour rather than the
brighter red of the red-tailed bumblebee
(which, to spread more confusion, fades
with age). It takes quite a bit of practice
in the field to separate them out. This is
a species that again has gone into very
rapid decline. Relatively widespread,
certainly in south eastern England, up to
1980 but subsequently taking a nose
dive. In the Essex survey between 1980
and 1999 individuals of this species
were seen in a few places across the
county but with no really consistent
habitat associations, so they might be
seen in brownfield sites, on roadside

verges, all sorts of different places, and I
didn’t know of anywhere in Essex
where you could guarantee to go back to
see them; it was just the occasional
findings that I noted. That was the
situation across the country, and gave
the impression that this was a species on
the way out. Mike Edwards and I did
some work in the Brecks, in King’s
Forest, where the species does have a
reasonably big population. Then in 2010
a friend of mine and I found that the
species had quite a big population on an
archaeology site in Essex near
Colchester where there are remains of a
Roman theatre, so we were able to do
some study of its life history. But it’s
still a mystery why this species is so
threatened. It still occurs in the
remaining  brownfield sites of south
Essex.

Perhaps the most famous bumblebee
story in recent years is that of the short-
haired bumblebee. Nikky Gammans
worked with several organisations to
reintroduce this species which had
become extinct in Britain in the late
1980s. It was in 1988 at Dungeness
when the species was last seen. It is not
an easy species to identify. A sufficiently
stable population was found in Sweden
and from 2009 work was done around
Dungeness to improve the habitat for
bumblebees. Then in 2012 they started
to introduce queens from Sweden. The
interesting thing about that project is
that workers which were thought to be
of the short-haired bumblebee, and
which were thought to be evidence that
the reintroduction had been successful,
were collected and were subjected to
DNA testing but turned out to be the
common garden bumblebee! Although
there’s a fairly clear way of
distinguishing the queens it seems that
it’s very hard to distinguish the workers.
So we don’t know whether that
reintroduction has been successful. In
defence of the project, the 1,200 acres of
improved habitat have led to an
expansion of the other scarce carder
bumblebees so it’s not been a wasted
effort, even if it turns out that the short-
haired bumblebee is still not with us.

Bumblebees of the north

Turning to some successful northerners,
there is Bombus soroeensis which looks
a bit like a cross between the white-

tailed and the buff-tailed bumblebees,
though there are other distinguishing
features. I was taken by Mike Edwards,
who had a permit to see this species on
Salisbury Plain which is one of the
places where it still occurs. It seems to
have more-or-less disappeared
elsewhere in England. Bumblebee-
watchers in Scotland, however, have
shown that it is actually well
established in the Scottish Highlands.

Another species that’s had a fair
share of publicity is the great yellow
bumblebee, Bombus distinguendus. It
was always rare, but widespread right
across Britain, but by 1980 had almost
entirely retreated to the Scottish islands
and a bit of coastal habitat on the
Scottish mainland.  I went on a
memorable holiday to Tiree in the
Hebrides to find the species. It rained
non-stop for six days of the seven we
were there. On the very last day the sun
came out and suddenly there were
scores of these beautiful bees. This one
has been the object of quite intense
conservation concern. It likes very
flower-rich machair habitat which is
maintained in Scotland for the
corncrake and in fact there is some
overlap in habitat requirement for the
two species. The story there is that the
population has at least been stabilised,
and one or two inland sites have been
found in Scotland as well but it’s not
clear whether these are just newly
discovered old colonies, or whether
there’s been an expansion of range.

And finally, I will finish with an
image of the lovely bilberry bumblebee
Bombus monticola which is a north
western species really but I saw it on
Dartmoor where it also has suitable
habitat (figure 7).
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Bees, 2017, Pelagic Publishing.
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We may be forgiven for not being
familiar with robberflies because only
29 of the world's 7000 robberfly species
(Family Asilidae) can be found in
Britain. Robberflies are partial to heat
and sunshine, and as such only the
hardiest species are able to survive in
the British climate, with most being
more prevalent in the south of the
country. In the tropics, the largest
robberfly species can reach body
lengths of up to 6 cm and wing spans of
8 cm, and several of them have been
reported to have attacked - and in some
cases successfully overpowered -
hummingbirds. Luckily, no vertebrates
are on the menu of even the biggest
British robberflies, but certainly no
insect is safe, and sometimes even
spiders are snatched out of their webs.

Most robberflies catch their prey
when it is in flight, so wasps, bees,
grasshoppers, butterflies, beetles and
flies (even other robberflies) feature
highly on their menus. The  largest
British species, the hornet robberfly
(Asilus crabroniformis) (photos 1 & 2),
can even bring down dragonflies which
are considerably bigger than itself, not
to mention fierce predators in their own
right. This very large (up to 28 mm
body length) - and unfortunately rare -

species is unmistakeable in its orange
tones, which very convincingly mimic
the colours of a hornet. Despite its
unusual colouration, the hornet
robberfly is well camouflaged when it
rests with its wings folded in its scrubby
grassland habitat, where it often perches
on dried dung, ambushing passing dung
beetles. The female (photo 2) possesses
a distinctive ovipositor with which it
places its eggs deep inside cracks of
dried dung (usually cow or horse and
occasionally rabbit, but never sheep).
Very little is known about its larval
development, except that it takes place
underground in association with dung
beetle larvae, on which the robberfly
larvae are thought to feed.

The British representatives of the
slightly smaller genus Machimus, which
include the rare downland robberfly
(Machimus rusticus) (male photo 3 and
female photo 4) and the more
widespread kite-tailed robberfly
(Machimus atricapillus) (photo 5), are
very good representatives of the 'typical
robberfly'. They all clearly display the
telltale gap between their prominent
eyes which appears as a dent when
looking at them face-on, the strong
piercing-sucking mouthparts, and the
distinctive moustache-like stiff bristles

on their face (known as a 'mystax'),
which protect robberflies' eyes from
damage while they grapple with their
victims. Once held firmly by a
robberfly's strong legs, a victim is
quickly stabbed (often in the eyes or the
neck where the cuticle is softer) and
injected with a paralyzing agent to stop
it from struggling as well as with
digestive enzymes to liquify its body
tissues. Depending on prey size, it takes
a robberfly around 30 minutes to suck
out a meal before discarding the empty
cuticle. This is often a good time to
sneak up on an individual for a closer
look or a quick photograph.

While many robberfly species live in
open habitats such as grassland and
dunes, some, such as the common awl
robberfly (Neoitamus cyanurus) (photo
6), inhabit woodlands where they can
usually be found around clearings and
along rides. In common with most other
robberflies, little is known about this
species' larval development, except that
it is found under moss and in woodland
soil. It is thought that the larvae of most
robberfly species are predatory and
develop in soil, but few have been
studied in detail. There is much still to
be discovered about adult robberflies as
well, particularly regarding various

Flies – their buzzing drives us crazy, they insist on walking all over our food and like to lay their eggs in very unsavoury places.
Horseflies are even out for our blood. It is fair to say that flies are not very popular, and they are certainly not often thought of
as the tigers of the undergrowth, masters of stealth and speed capable of bringing down powerful prey bigger than themselves.
But in the case of robberflies, this description would be entirely accurate.

1. Hornet robberfly (Asilus crabroniformis), male
Photo: Paul D. Brock

2. Hornet robberfly, female with dung beetle prey
Photo: Paul D. Brock

Robberflies
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aspects of their behaviour. For example,
some species have been shown to have
surprisingly elaborate courtship rituals.

Not all robberflies are large and
fierce-looking. Members of the genus
Dioctria, including the stripe-legged
robberfly (Dioctria baumhaueri) (photo
7), whose preferred prey are small
ichneumonid wasps, tend to be rather
delicate insects. The weak-flying
slender-striped robberfly (Leptogaster
cylindrica) (photo 8) is even more
slightly built and feeds on tiny fare such
as flying aphids. Unusually, slender-
striped robberflies do not ambush prey

from a perch like most robberflies do,
but rather hunt while on the wing
themselves, slowly flying along before
suddenly darting off course to pursue
their selected victim.

Although many British robberfly
species have a predominantly southern
distribution, one species or other is
found virtually everywhere in the
country. Making up for the relative
scarcity of species in Scotland, the rare
and beautiful bumblebee robberfly
(Laphria flava) is found exclusively in
the ancient Scottish Caledonian Forests,
so that it is possible to observe – and

Dr. Isabella Brey is a Biologist who can
often be found exploring the Gower
Peninsula.
 This article was first published in The
Bay magazine, Swansea and is reproduced
here with permission. The photographer Paul
D. Brock, Scientific Associate of the Natural
History Museum, London is the author of ‘A
comprehensive guide to Insects of Britain &
Ireland’, first published by Pisces
Publications in 2014 and reprinted with
minor amendments in 2015.

3. Downland robberfly (Machimus rusticus), male
Photo: Paul D. Brock

4. Downland robberfly (Machimus rusticus), female
Photo: Paul D. Brock

5. Kite-tailed robberfly (Machimus atricapillus), male
Photo: Paul D. Brock

6. Common  awl robberfly (Neoitamus cyanurus), female
Photo: Paul D. Brock

7. Stripe-legged robberfly (Dioctria baumhaueri)
Photo: Paul D. Brock

8. Slender-striped robberfly (Leptogaster cylindrica)
Photo: Paul D. Brock

Robberflies

hopefully learn more about – these
ferocious little enigmas wherever one
may find oneself.
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Introduction

Bracken can give a distinct character to
the landscape; various English names
and places, such as Brackenborough in
Lincolnshire and Brackenthwaite in
Cumbria, have been named after it. In
past times when use of the common was
important in village economy, bracken
was harvested as a source of animal
bedding as well as for other purposes.
Bracken might also have been used as
roofing material. In his common
placebook, Gilbert White’s brother
Thomas in the eighteenth century made
notes on commoners in the New Forest
cutting young fronds of bracken,
boiling them and giving them to their
pigs to eat. Mrs Grieve (1931), author
of A Modern Herbal, collating
information in the early part of the
twentieth century, also refers to this
practice in Hampshire where it was said
to give a particular flavour to
Hampshire bacon. In the wild, bracken
is not a naturally favoured food plant
for animals of any size as it contains
toxins and carcinogens as well as being
tough, so perhaps the boiling process
destroyed them, as in the case of certain
fungi that can only be safely eaten
cooked.
 Research on the phytochemical
variation in bracken (Jones 1983,
Crawley 1997) has shown the highest
levels of cyanogenesis (the release of
the respiratory poison hydrogen
cyanide, especially after wounding or
invasion by pathogens) in fronds during
May and early June, but increasing
levels of lignin, silicates and tannins
from June to September. All of these
would be deterrents against herbivores
through the season.  With the decline in
use of the common for harvesting
bracken for bedding, and loss of
trampling from cattle grazing there,
bracken has now become a dominant
plant in many places that out-competes
the heathland and acid grassland
communities, reducing plant diversity.

Conservationists do not look upon it so
favourably apart from Colin Tubbs who
associated the wild gladiolus of the
New Forest as “always beneath a
canopy of bracken fronds” as these,
being unpalatable to ponies and deer,
protect the gladiolus (Tubbs 2001).
Bracken can be controlled by mowing
repeatedly until the rhizomes are
depleted from re-growth attempts, by
return of grazing by cattle that trample
(as at Selborne Common) or chemical
spraying. It is largely human land
management, disturbance of ground and
heath fires that provides its window of
opportunity and bracken is probably
more abundant now than at any time of
its past history.
 Mrs Grieve gives further uses as
packaging for the transport of fruit to
market, to protect delicate plants in
gardens, as cover for game and a
seventeenth century practice of setting
fire to bracken in order to induce rain
and she refers to “firing the bracken” as
a tradition on Devonshire moors.  More
recently in Encyclopaedia of Ferns,
Jones (1987) refers to the rhizomes
being used as a source of edible
starches by the Maoris in New Zealand
(their native species Pteridium
esculentum) where it was soaked and
pounded like arrowroot for starch and
in other countries where it was used to
extend cereals in poor quality bread.
Mrs Grieve describes the young shoots
being used like asparagus in Japan but
commented on it having little taste, and
for a puree like spinach, but again after
prior cooking. Croziers (developing
new frond shoots) were used for beer-
making in Siberia and Norway while
Jones (1987) refers to bracken used as a
hop substitute in beer to which it
imparts a distinct flavour. There was
also reference to the rhizomes for
treating worms making use of its toxic
qualities. Clearly as a food plant
bracken was only used in situations of
dire shortage of other more suitable
ingredients and cooked.

 Grazing live stock generally avoid
bracken unless they have nothing else to
eat, and when forced to eat it in quantity
through hunger, the poisons have more
effect. This is picked up in Black’s
Veterinary Dictionary (West 1992)
describing bracken poisoning to horses,
cattle and sheep due to the enzyme
thiaminase causing a deficiency of
thiamine (Vitamin B1) with the remedy
being a vitamin injection. As prevention
it advocates avoiding the old practice of
using green bracken for bedding and
exposing animals to bracken in areas of
poor grass.
 During the investigation of bracken
poisoning in cattle two carcinogens
were identified from bracken in 1975.
In some parts of the world bladder
cancer in cattle has been linked with
eating bracken. Human medicine has
also provided a link with stomach
cancer occurring in Japan where
bracken is eaten as a vegetable. Bracken
spores have also been indicated as a
carcinogen.
 Various sources list bracken as a dye
plant giving a yellowish or green dye
but it is highly fugitive and soon fades.
Fronds are used but they need a long
simmering and use of alum mordant for
a yellow colour.

Bracken as a fern

Some people do not think of bracken as
a fern because its stiff stem is branched.
However it is in a different fern family
– the Dennstaedtiaceae – that are
characterised by the very extensive
rhizome system, lack of scales and the
sori producing spores being around the
edge in a reflexed margin, rather than in
pairs near the centre. The crushed leaves
of bracken also have a characteristic and
evocative smell. In Britain Stace (2010)
gives two subspecies. Pteridium
aquilinum aquilinum is the familiar one
widespread over large areas of the
country on acid soil while P. aquilinum
latiusculium is smaller and is presumed

Bracken in Britain
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to be a relict of native pine woods in the
north. The species is worldwide in its
distribution.

The bracken year

Although the plant is perennial with an
underground overwintering rhizome, its
fronds are annual. They appear as
curled croziers from late April to May
growing slowly as the stem or rachis
thickens, then pairs of side branches
start to unfurl and growth continues
sometimes to a height of 3 metres. New
bracken fronds in May have a good
fresh green appearance and stay green
though less vibrant through summer to
September and in October start to turn
yellow and then golden as the frond
dies as it is a deciduous fern. Bracken
thus gives a good sense of season to the
heath and moor. With the food made by
the green fronds through summer,
sending reserves to the underground
rhizome, resources are accumulated to
replace that frond next spring, and also
to advance the creeping growth of the
rhizome, increasing the size of the
patch. This is vegetative reproduction
and a single clone of bracken derived
from one rhizome has been estimated to
cover a very large area (474-292 m.)
with a suggested age of 1,400 years
(Ingrouille et al. 2006). Bracken is
adapted to spread vegetatively, hence its
pest status in some situations where it

creates its own monoculture with
phenolic products depressing grass
growth. In the London area it can be
seen colonising railway embankments
where acid soil and good drainage
permit.
 It can and does, from time to time,
produce spores on the backs of the
fronds in July and August but most
fronds will be barren. Where I have
seen spore production on bracken it has
always been growing in open sunny
situations. Spores are very small and
well adapted to long distance aerial
dispersal but they will only develop if
they land in a damp location, such as
the rim of an old rabbit hole. The next
stage is the green prothallus, looking
rather like a thalloid liverwort but the
fern prothallus has its male and female
bodies on the underside instead of on
top in liverworts. As the male gamete is
motile by swimming, a film of water
from dew or rain is needed for
fertilisation to take place, not a likely
situation on a dry heath. This has an
added complication in that the next
frond-producing generation, the
sporophyte or fern plant is intolerant of
waterlogged soil and only thrives in
well-drained places. Use of the rhizome
for spreading is understandable.
Elaine Cowley made a special study of

bracken following the detail of its life
cycle and reporting on the unusual
abundance  of spore production in the
hot summer of 1955 (Cowley 1949 and
1957).  She placed pots of compost in
the bracken stand to collect spores, left
some in situ and took the others back to
the laboratory to culture.  The prothalli
grew well in the laboratory, their
gametes fertilised and produced young
bracken plants without difficulty but
she failed to see prothallus growth in
the pots left below the bracken. Philip
Harris, member of the South London
Botanical Institute who grows ferns
from spores, also has successfully
grown bracken from spores in culture
(pers. comm.)

Ecology and distribution

Bracken (Pteridium aquilinum) is a
native species in Britain and found in
almost every 10 km grid square where
there is well-drained acidic soil. It is
also worldwide and has been described
as the world’s commonest fern.
However there are ecological
limitations as it is unable to function in
water-logged soil due to lack of oxygen
for its roots, something that was tested
experimentally (Poel, 1951), and it has
limited tolerance of shade. It does occur
in woodland on well-drained acid soil
but is mostly in woodland edge or along
rides and in glades where the canopy is
broken and sunlight can get in. Further

New frond opened in Epping Forest, Essex
Photo: June Chatfield

Old bracken giving cover to piglets,
Reptile Centre, New Forest, Hampshire

Photo: June Chatfield

Underside of bracken frond with sporangia (spore
production) at the margins, Kingsley Common,

Hampshire
Photo: June Chatfield

Bracken in Britain
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into the shade the fronds remain small
due to insufficient light. It is only an
aggressive plant in open situations. In
the New Forest where there are valley
bogs, plants like cotton grass, which
would be out-shaded by bracken, thrive
in the boggy areas where bracken
cannot invade. Bracken litter from the
old fronds has very little calcium
(0.83% dry weight) and tends to make
the soil beneath it more acid and is slow
to break down, forming a mat on the
ground. Whilst this may be good
protective cover for animals and as
winter insulation in snow, it makes
germination and growth of heathland
plants unsuccessful below bracken
stands, leading to bracken dominance.
However in some areas where the
bracken is not intense in the New
Forest, like Colin Tubbs, I have seen it
as a nurse cover for wild gladiolus that
has its own underground storage organ.
Bracken can co-exist with bluebells,
both in an open woodland situation and
on sea cliffs as on Gower, south Wales.
Bluebells are short day plants, they start
to leaf early in the year and currently
flower in April and by the time that a
woodland canopy expands or the
bracken fronds top them in late May,
the bluebell leaves have finished their
work for the year. Although we often
associate bluebells with woodland, they
grow in open places on sea cliffs too but
are less likely to be disturbed in woods.
Trampling on bluebell leaves affects
their production of food to be stored in
the bulb for next season’s leaves and

flowers and the same applies to
bracken.
 Bracken is not controlled by the
actual feeding of herbivores and, along
with leaves of elder and ragwort that
also have toxins, is avoided by most
animals. There can be exceptions and
the tolerance of toxins from ragwort
give the cinnabar moth caterpillars
complete access to this plant which they
devour – and then pass on any toxins to
their predators! In the USA,
investigations were made of
cyanogenesis as a polymorphism in
bracken in relation to insects, shading
and winter temperatures (Schreiner
1984 a-b). Cyanogenic bracken was less
affected by sawflies but still had
micromoths and aphids in it but larvae
feeding on cyanogenic bracken grew
more slowly and had greater mortality
than those on the unaffected morph.
Bracken fronds in the shade had higher
cyanogenesis than those in the open.
Two species of gall makers, flies
(Diptera), lay eggs in young bracken
fronds and this causes the bracken to
respond and make a protective
wrapping round the foreign protein, a
nutritious little case in which the larval
fly can develop. In July and August
look out for rolled up tips to the pinnae
which is Chirosia grossicauda and it is
more conspicuous when you look up
through the bracken fronds from below.
It is certainly widespread in Hampshire
through July and August. Another less
conspicuous fly gall on bracken is little
black pudding (Dasineura pteridis) that
causes swellings, first green, then black
and smooth, on the edges of the
underside of the frond pinnulets. There
are two generations a year and the
larvae, when full grown crawl out of the
gall to pupate in the soil below and
hibernate there in the case of the
autumn brood.
 Bracken was probably a plant of the
original native wildwood but not
abundant or frequent, being limited to
woodland edge and glades, but spread
suddenly since Neolithic times with
woodland clearance on poor acid soils
(Page 1988). Bracken also takes
advantage of fires that would have been
part of the forest clearance process:
whilst its fronds may be burnt, the
rhizome below ground usually survives.
Heathland habitat is of human origin

from unsustainable grazing use of poor
soils and it is this, combined with the
loss of common grazing that has led to
bracken moving from an infrequent
plant of woodland glades to a
dominant community on open sandy
ground replacing less robust plants of
the heath. Yet again, it is our own
species which is the cause of the
problem.
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As an old fashioned Amateur
Naturalist, or, I suppose, someone who
has a generalist’s interest in the
subject, or maybe just someone who
has a love of all things natural, I find
myself looking at subjects that I have
always had more than a passing
interest in. One of those subjects is
wild flowers, not a subject that is one
of my strongest but nevertheless a
subject that one cannot ignore as it is
an intrical key to the fabric of the
natural world. It is with this thought in
mind that I have been looking at some
of the flowers in my village which I
have noticed grow in certain places
only, being absent from the rest of the
village. Here I will be looking at four
species of these wild flowers and
assessing their vulnerability because
of the limited range they hold in the
area, and also looking at the differing
external threats that each has to deal
with. Flowers are often planted as
nectar and pollen sources for
butterflies and bees, almost creating
food tables for these insects, without
giving thought to the importance of
the local flora. Flowers without
pollinators, of course, would not
survive long and so when looking at
one group the Naturalist needs to be
aware of the other, however the
presence of local native flowers will
be what dictates most of the local
biodiversity.

The first of these four local wild
flowers is fox-and-cubs Pilosella
aurantiaca, one of the hawkweeds. It
is well distributed throughout the
British Isles and has attractive orange
flowers opening in sequence on a
clustered head. Fruits are the typical
‘parachutes’ produced by the
hawkweed family and dispersed by
wind so should spread readily over a
large area; however, this plant is only
found growing in two areas in the
village, one being  the local
churchyard and  the other a small

section of slightly sloping roadside
verge. Having spoken to the warden at
the church it has been agreed that as
the churchyard is a conservation site
grass cutting there can be suspended
temporarily until these and other
flowers have seeded. This temporary
long grass rotation is helping this wild
flower and  others to prosper. However
this conservation measure is only
going to work as long as this
management regime is maintained.
The other site, the slightly sloping
roadside verge, has a far more
uncertain future as the area is cut
regularly within the maintenance
programme for such roadside verges.
This second area was first cut in
March (2017) as the plants were
starting to show. Fox-and-cubs is a
robust plant and was able to re-
establish and flower, but unfortunately
the grass was then cut again in early
June just as the flowers were opening,
and once more in late June, thereby
preventing the plant from seeding. The
council have been approached about a
change in the cutting regime; however
if the cutting was stopped altogether
the area could be lost to scrub such as
bramble so some management is
needed, but it is the timing of this
management that needs to be altered,
as is happening at the churchyard.
Because of their flat, open nature the
flowers of fox-and-cubs have many
pollinators including a large number of
Diptera (flies), Lepidoptera (butterflies
and moths), Hemiptera (true bugs) and
Coleoptera (beetles) as well as any
passing Hymenoptera (bees, wasps
and ants) so these flowers can be very
useful to the local invertebrate
population.

The second of these wild flowers is
common fumitory Fumaria officinalis
which is the commonest of the ten
species within the fumitory family,
Fumariaceae, found in Britain. This
family of plants is described in Wild

Flowers of Britain and Ireland by
Blamey, Fitter and Fitter (A & C Black
Publishers Ltd., 2003) as “hairless” and
“rather floppy annual weeds of
disturbed ground to 20cm, or
scramblers on hedge-banks or walls to
1 m” so common fumitory would seem
to be a plant that would not be in need
of any intervention to survive.
Common fumitory in the village only
grows under a fence that surrounds a
playing field and could be in danger of
larger and more bullying plants such as
thistle, stinging nettle or bramble
smothering the ground. The cutting of
the grass around the fence is therefore
important to the survival of this
fumitory. As part of the management of
the fenced area a herbicide is sprayed
directly under the fence, presumably to
restrict the growth of robust plants and
to make cutting easier for the
workforce. It was feared by the author
that this management could destroy the
common fumitory totally, and, as the
returning plants to the sprayed area
within a month were stinging nettles
and thistles, it was wondered whether a
returning small insignificant “weed“
could compete. The return of the nettles
and thistles was predictable as nettles
propagate partly by the use of rhizomes
and so can quickly reinvade when the
habitat is right, whereas thistles which
are prevalent around the area can
propagate freely through windblown
fruit. The common fumitory has
thankfully reappeared this time and
seems to be doing well as the spraying
has restricted the return of the grasses,
allowing unhindered growth of this
fumitory by creating a “disturbed” feel
to the site. Hopefully this will be the
only spraying of the year (2017), and if
it is, could improve the outlook for this
plant; however more spraying would, I
feel, result in its local extinction.
Common fumitory is visited by only a
few smaller flies and is probably
almost always self-fertilised.

Thoughts on the Vulnerability of Wild Flowers
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Southern marsh orchid (Dactylorhiza praetermissa)
Photo: Steven Rutherford

Yellow archangel (Lamiastrum galeobdolon)
Photo: Steven Rutherford

Fox-and-cubs (Pilosella aurantiaca)
Photo: Steven Rutherford

Common fumitory (Fumaria officinalis)
Photo: Steven Rutherford

Thoughts on the Vulnerability of Wild Flowers
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The third wild flower is yellow
archangel Lamiastrum galeobdolon
which is again found commonly
throughout the bulk of the British
Isles. It will be seen on most
excursions into the English
countryside during the months of April
until June in scrubby areas and
woodland edges. The patch of yellow
archangel in the village sits next to a
footpath that runs alongside a small
brook. It then backs onto a garden
with a scrubby area opposite the
garden fence. The patch is thus
hemmed in by the brook on one side
and the garden on the other with the
path and the scrubby area providing a
physical barrier all around. My main
concern is that the scrub is not being
kept back and so is changing into
encroaching woodland. Some
householders have already been
asking for the area to be cleared in the
name of neatness, and for the wildness
to be changed into park so my long
term hope for this plant is not high.
The other potential problem could be
from development which could extend
the built-on environment into this
area, this being a threat of course
faced by many of our wild spaces
today. The pretty butter- yellow
flowers of this member of the dead-
nettle family are, like all other flowers
in this group, patronised heavily by,
and so important to, the larger
emerging queen bumblebees such as
those of the buff-tailed bumble bee
Bombus terrestris, the small garden
bumble bee B. hortorum, and the
common carder bumble bee B.
pascuorum.

The last of this quad of vulnerable
wild flowers is a stand of southern
marsh orchids Dactylorhiza
praetermissa that are found in a small
triangle of rough grass that sits
between two arable fields at the end of
a public footpath, this being the only
site in the village where they occur. Of
the six species of marsh orchids found
in Britain the southern marsh orchid
D. praetermissa and the northern
marsh orchid D. purpurella are the
most abundant being classed as locally
common to abundant. The ranges of
the southern and northern marsh
orchids overlap along a line that runs

roughly from Swansea to Hull. So in
South Yorkshire both species coexist
and frequently hybridise making
certain identification tricky; however
the lip markings of the southern marsh
orchid are dark spots and short dashes
concentrated in the centre whereas
those  of the lip of the northern marsh
orchid are lines, dots and swirls in a
concentric pattern. The lip of the
northern marsh orchid has more of a
diamond shape than that of the
southern marsh orchid which has the
appearance of a slightly flared skirt.
The stand of southern  marsh orchids
in the village is cut by the farmer
periodically to restrict the encroaching
pioneering trees, willow, oak and
birch; however last year’s cut (in
2016) was made as the flowers on the
orchids were developing thus
preventing seeding. This cutting
regime will prevent the smothering of
the orchids but its timing will be
critical to their long term survival. The
cut in 2017 was thankfully made after
the flowers had seeded. Pollination is
usually performed by flies and the
smaller faced bumble bees such as the
large red-tailed bumble bee (Bombus
lapidarius), the early bumble bee (B.
pratorum), the tree bumble bee (B.
hypnorum) and the heath bumble bee
(B. jonellus).

Concluding thoughts.

Gardens can provide a major part of
the urban wildlife by giving trees to
nest in, flowers for pollen and nectar
and corridors for connecting habitat
rich areas. They also give lots of
enjoyment to the gardeners as well as
helping the area to look, and therefore,
feel homely, clean and safe. The
thought of allowing wild flowers to
grow where they thrive is interesting;
imagine seeing a roadside verge full of
cow parsley, meadow buttercups and
knapweed in amongst the unruly
grasses, being tamed by yellow rattle
while buzzing to the beat of insect
wings, as opposed to the neat cut
extensions to the lawned areas in our
towns and villages with only a few
daisies venturing to show their heads
above the parapets of the mown grass!
And, as we see here, these wild
flowers have an important role in the

life of some pollinators, a role that
could perhaps be covered by garden
plants, but given the fickle nature of
changing trends in gardening a role
which garden plants alone cannot, in
my opinion, be relied upon to fulfill
for the long- term wellbeing of such
an important group.

One answer to these problems
could be to relocate these wild flowers
through cuttings or deliberate seed
dispersal and create new areas for
them to prosper. I am not though
convinced of this because of their
restricted local ranges, and feel they
are probably growing where they are
for a number of reasons. Those
reasons could be that the hydrology is
locally good for these particular
flowers or even that the acidity, soil
structure or surrounding plants could
be important for their prosperity.
Whatever the reason, why the wild
flowers are growing where they are
removing pressure from them is going
to have to be a long- term project. If
similar pressures exist in all our
villages then the situation for these
four common wild flowers could well
be dire. However a snapshot from one
small village of a situation that may be
developing nationally is insufficient
evidence from which to draw a
general conclusion. What is needed
are careful and accurate observations
over time. This would help chart a
situation which may be developing in
our countryside and draw attention to
the changes which may be needed to
avoid the damage becoming
irreversible. This of course is a task
where the Amateur Naturalist is very
well placed to take on!

Thoughts on the Vulnerability of Wild Flowers

Steven Rutherford was the information
officer at the RSPB’s Dearne Valley Reserve
in Barnsley. He is Chairman of BNA’s South
Yorkshire Branch and a regular contributor
to Country-Side. He received BNA’s
Richard Fitter Memorial Medal in 2015 and
FBNA recognition in 2017.
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The Founder of BNA (then British
Empire Naturalists’ Association BENA)
was born in India on 11 December
1854, came to England for his education
and returned to India (1885-1895) for a
working life as a newspaper journalist
and Editor in Lahore. He served as a
journalist on the London evening paper
The Globe both before and on return
from India.  Returning to England he
first lived in Norfolk. The 1901 Census
shows Edward Kay Robinson (aged 43)
as Head of Household at Northgate
Hall, Warham St Mary, Norfolk with his
wife Florence T Robinson (34), sons
Julian P (12), Harry H (9) both born in
India and his youngest son Warham (10
months) born in Norfolk. Also in the
house was Grace B Norry [sic] (18)
visitor and two servants Mildred Ruder
(18) as cook and Maud A Warton (17)
as nurse. Both were local girls born in
Norfolk. Country-Side and BENA had
not yet come into existence. EKR’s
occupation was given as author and
journalist (own account, i.e. self-
employed). By the time of the 1911
Census, the latest available for public
viewing, with Country-Side in
production for six years, EKR had
moved to the London area and his
address was given as 9 The Terrace,
Hampton Wick, Surrey [sic], on the
south side of the Thames*. The two
older sons had moved on and the
household consisted of EKR and his
wife Florence, their youngest son
Warham** then aged 10 and Grace
Beatrix Norry/s [sic], niece, who was
described as occasional Secretary to the
Editor. EKR’s occupation was then
given as Magazine Proprietor and
Editor.
 The next source of information was
The Country-Side Monthly of which I
fortuitously acquired a bound volume
for June 1910-December 1911 in a
second-hand bookshop. The annual
subscription in 1910 was 1s 00d (one
shilling, modern money 10p ) and the
official address given as “B.E.N.A. The

Country-Side Office, 210 Strand,
London WC”, which was a
correspondence address for both
Secretary and Editor. London was
clearly the focus of the Association,
venue of committee meetings, AGM
and indoor lectures with a regular
programme of London rambles,
although the branches around the
country were growing. Now living
close to London EKR led some, but not
all, of the London rambles.

Warham, Glamorgan Road,
Hampton Wick

With only four rooms, accommodation
and space at 9 The Terrace was limited
and this was clearly a temporary home.
At some time in 1912/3 EKR moved to
Warham, Glamorgan Road and this
remained in the family long after he
died in 1928. The house name Warham
was that of the village in Norfolk where
he had previously lived and it was
possibly a new build to which he would
have given his own house name. It was
the official address of BENA and
Country-Side when the full magazine
was revived after World War 1. From
now on Warham, Glamorgan Road,
Hampton Wick was the official address
and this was still the home of EKR’s
widow and his youngest son Warham,
also named after the Norfolk village. I
was able to identify EKR’s house in
Glamorgan Road as No. 8 from the
Directory (on-line) and that the next-
door house No. 6 was called Heathfield.
When I duly made a visit in 2010 and
located No 8, the name had gone
although the adjacent house No. 6 still
had its name Heathfield on the gate
post. It continued to be the official
address for BENA in 1936 with Mrs G
B Thomason (formerly Grace Beatrix
Norreys) as Hon. General Secretary and
Miss Mollye Kay Thomason
(presumably her daughter) replacing
Warham Kay Robinson as Asst. Hon.
General Secretary. Mrs Thomason

resigned as Secretary during the
beginning of World War 2 when the
publication of Country-Side was
suspended for two years and Warham,
No 8 Glamorgan Road ceased to be the
official BENA address.
 As in World War 1, there was paper
shortage, so a Country-Side leaflet
instead of glossy magazine, was again
adopted in World War 2, edited by the
Hon Organising Secretary, Leslie
Beckett of Ruislip, Middlesex who had
taken on this post in 1933 from
Warham Kay Robinson (who had held
it briefly) the previous year. This was
the end of Warham, Glamorgan Road
as the head office of BENA and the
Robinson family involvement in its
management.
 BENA was close to collapsing with
EKR’s last illness in the 1920s but
Richard Morse, as requested, brought
Country-Side and BNA back to life and
a decade later it survived another world
war – and it is still going.

*The current county listing is London
Borough of Richmond, previously
Surrey or Middlesex.

**Janette Kay Robinson’s father.

Warham, 8 Glamorgan Road, Hampton Wick
Photo: J. Chatfield

E K Robinson and BENA at Hampton Wick
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Britain’s Mammals – A Field Guide to the Mammals of Britain and Ireland (WILDGuides)
(2017) by Dominic Couzens, Andy Swash, Robert Still & Jon Dunn.  Princeton University
Press. ISBN 978-0-691-15697-2 320pp. Paperback Flexibound  £17.95.

Although the title is the same used by Whittet Books for their excellent People’s Trust for
Endangered Species guide I reviewed back in 2010 it has a different sub-heading and is such a
good book for the wild mammal enthusiast I have straight away ordered another copy to give to
a fellow mammal enthusiast.
      There are already fourteen other titles in the series and thanks in the main to The Mammal
Society, the study of the British ‘hairy’ fauna is now receiving the attention it richly deserves.
This is a beautifully designed and produced ‘coat pocket’ sized field guide for the serious
naturalist, too.
      A lot of thought has gone into the selection of colour illustrations to pick out species that can
be confused with each other. Each is given a neat distribution map and I like the idea of a quick
index on the weather resistant laminated cover flap.

Michael Clark

Badgers (2017) by Michael Clark, The British Natural History Collection Volume 6. Whittet
Books. ISBN 13 978 1 873580 99 8 160pp. Hardback £15.99.

One of the great thing about Michael Clark’s books is the illustrations, and this book is no
exception. The line drawings in particular show so well many of the fascinating aspects of the
badger’s life, and in my opinion on their own are a sufficient reason for owning this book.  The
European badger is the main subject, but other species are mentioned too. The development of
the badger, its diet, the different types of sett badgers occupy, the changing behaviour of badgers
through the year, their social groups and their territories are all considered. The law is explained
and advice given on what to do if seeing someone behaving suspiciously near a badger sett.
There is a timely chapter on badgers and TB, a controversial subject at the moment with badgers
currently being shot in parts of the UK. There is much, much more of interest in this book and
I would strongly recommend it to all those interested, not just in badgers but in the countryside
in general.

Michael Demidecki

Britain’s Spiders: A Field Guide (WILDGuides) (2017) by Lawrence Bee, Geoff Oxford and
Helen Smith. Princeton University Press. ISBN 9780691165295 480pp. Paperback Flexibound
£24.95.

I guess spiders are always going to be difficult to identify. Whilst this book is great and should
do a huge amount to raise the interest level in spiders, some may still find it frustrating. Many
of the illustrated species still require microscopic scrutiny for identification. This book does not
go into the detail of palps (found on the mature male) or the epigyne (the female’s sexual
organs) which are so perfectly illustrated with line drawing in Collins Guide to the Spiders of
Britain and Northern Europe by Michael J. Roberts (1995) and essential for concrete
identifications, which perhaps makes some of the species photographs worthless within the
context of a ‘field guide’? Despite reaching a hefty 480 pages even then some species within
the text remain un-illustrated or just one of the sexes shown (where dimorphic differences
occur).
       Ultimately my advice is go out and buy a copy but until someone produces a handbook of
several volumes that illustrates every species both in photographs and with microscopic
differences shown don’t throw out the old Collins field guide just yet. The two books used in
conjunction could go a considerable way for amateur spider hunters to understand the habits and
identification of Britain’s spiders.

Andrew Bloomfield

Book Rev iews
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Offers to Readers of Country-Side
 Order your copy of Britain’s Mammals: A Field Guide to the Mammals of Britain and Ireland at £14 (rrp £17.95). Free postage and packing in the UK.
P & P applied to orders outside the UK, Europe: £5.35, ROW: £7.75. Email sales@upguk.com or telephone +44 (0)1243 842165 quoting MAM02.
 Order your copy of Badgers and other volumes in Whittet Books’ British Natural History Collection at 25% discount (£11.99 instead of the rrp of
£15.99) with free p&p (in the UK). Visit www.booksystemsplus.com and enter COUNTRY in the ‘vouchers code’ box at the checkout, or telephone 01440
706716 (mornings only please) asking for the Country-Side discount.
 Order your copy of Britain’s Spiders: A Field Guide at £20 (rrp £24.95). Free postage and packing in the UK. (P & P applied to orders outside the UK,
Europe: £5.35, ROW: £7.75). Email sales@upguk.com or telephone +44 (0)1243 842165 quoting SPD01. If ordering by email please supply your delivery
address details including a contact telephone number.
 Order your copy of Ancient Oaks in the English Landscape at 20% off the rrp. Visit www.shop.kew.org/kewbooksonline quoting the code OAKS20.
The offer is valid until 31.01.2018. No further discounts apply.

BNA Conference 2017 – The Encaenia

Ancient Oaks in the English Landscape (2017) by Aljos Farjon. The Royal Botanic Gardens
Kew ISBN 978 84246 640 7 360 pp Hardback £30

This is a substantial book, illustrated with 190 colour photographs. The pedunculate oak Quercus
robur and the sessile oak Q. petraea are treated as one entity: the native oaks of England, though
both species are also common in Europe. There is a mass of detail in this book and one of the first
things I learnt was that there are more ancient native oak trees in England than in the rest of
Europe combined (with Herefordshire having the most).The author had to decide on a date in
English history after which new oak trees are less likely to be ancient, and the year 1603 (1600
in a rounded number) when the Tudor reign ended was the date chosen.  The best-fitting
minimum girth for this age was 6 metres and trees with a girth in excess of this are likely to be
truly ancient. I rate this as the best book on trees that I have read in the last decade.

                                                                                                                                   Bryan Sage

The British Naturalists’ Association’s Grades Registration
Board have accepted and recommended to the Trustees of the
Association that the members below become Recognised at the
Encaenia on the 6th May 2017.

REGISTERED MEMBERS (MBNA) being Recognised in
acknowledgement of their standing as proven field naturalists:

NORA BOYLE MBNA*

DIANNE FARRAR MBNA*

SIMON JONES MBNA*

KARA MAJERUS MSc MBNA
Kara is a Life Member of BNA and is organiser of the
Oxfordshire & Gloucestershire Branch. She is the daughter of
the late Professor Mike Majerus. Kara has an MSc in
Biological Photography & Imaging and is currently taking a
further MSc course. Kara became Deputy Branch Manager for
‘Mad Science’ (which aims to make science education fun!).
She was a member of the Amateur Entomological Society
council for 3 years, and of the Bug Club committee. She was a
STEM Ambassador for 3 years. She recently co-founded
‘SOURCE’, Sustainable Oceanic Research, Conservation and
Education.

ADRIAN ORRELL FdSc MBNA *

ROBERT TANSEY BA MA PhD FRGS FLS MBNA
Robert is the chairman of the Lincolnshire & Nottinghamshire
Branch of the BNA which he co-founded. He is an author, and
has held various positions including in 1968 having had a year
contract with the Nature Conservancy and Tees Water as
Assistant Site Research Officer. He has held diverse roles such
as RSPCA inspector, head keeper of Lions and Carnivores at
Edinburgh Zoo, and Assistant General Manager at Cameron
Wildlife Park. He became RSPB Regional Representative for

West Lothian in the 1980s. He was a volunteer Warden for
Natural England’s Hatfield Moors and responsible for
recording transects of butterflies. He was a Yorkshire
Committee member of Butterfly Conservation. For several
years he wrote a history and natural history column for a
free-newspaper.
 Robert has established a partnership between his BNA
Branch and the Canal & River Trust. Robert is currently
writing a book on the Natural History of the Canals and Rivers
of England & Wales.

FELLOWS (FBNA) being Recognised  in acknowledgement
of their expertise and distinction in the pursuit of Natural
History:

MARTIN HICKS BSc MCIEEM FBNA
Martin has been an ecologist with Hertfordshire County Council
for over 25 years providing planning and land management advice
to local authorities. A member of the Chartered Institute of Ecology
and Environmental Management, he  also serves on committees for
the National Forum for Biological Recording, Orchards East and
Tring Farmers Market.
 He has worked for Wildlife Trusts, Institute of Terrestrial
Ecology at Monks Wood and the Nature Conservancy Council.
Small mammal trapping with Epping Forest BNA and his father
Arthur led to research into the effects of coppicing on small
mammals and dormouse conservation. He currently organises an
annual Apple Fayre in Tring, undertakes conservation grazing and
runs a listed historic smallholding featured in the Times and on
Countryfile.

STEVEN RUTHERFORD FBNA
 Since being becoming Recognised as an MBNA in 2012
Steve, as chairman of the BNA South Yorkshire Branch, has
focussed on improving the natural history skills of the Branch
members.  Steve has recently become a member of BNA’s
Council of Management.

Book Rev iews  – BNA Conference 2017

* Text in British Naturalist


